Use and uncertainties of mutual information for computed tomography/ magnetic resonance (CT/MR) registration post permanent implant of the prostate.
Post-implant dosimetric analysis for permanent implant of the prostate benefits from the use of a computed tomography (CT) dataset for optimal identification of the radioactive source (seed) positions and a magnetic resonance (MR) dataset for optimal description of the target and normal tissue volumes. The CT/MR registration process should be fast and sufficiently accurate to yield a reliable dosimetric analysis. Since critical normal tissues typically reside in dose gradient regions, small shifts in the dose distribution could impact the prediction of complication or complication severity. Standard procedures include the use of the seed distribution as fiducial markers (seed match), a time consuming process that relies on the proper identification of signals due to the same seed on both datasets. Mutual information (MI) is more efficient because it uses image data requiring minimal preparation effort. A comparison of MI registration and seed-match registration was performed for twelve patients. MI was applied to a volume limited to the prostate and surrounding structures, excluding most of the pelvic bone structures (margins around the prostate gland were approximately 2 cm right-left, approximately 1 cm anterior-posterior, and approximately 2 cm superior-inferior). Seeds were identified on a 2 mm slice CT dataset using an automatic seed identification procedure on reconstructed three-dimensional data. Seed positions on the 3 mm slice thickness T2 MR data set were identified using a point-and-click method on each image. Seed images were identified on more than one MR slice, and the results used to determine average seed coordinates for MR images and matched seed pairs between CT and MR images. On average, 42% (19%-64%) of the seeds (19-54 seeds) were identified and matched to their CT counterparts. A least-squares method applied to the CT and MR seed coordinates was used to produce the optimum seed-match registration. MI registration and seed match registration angle differences averaged 0.5 degrees, which was not significantly different from zero. Translation differences averaged 0.6 (1.2 standard deviation) mm right-left, -0.5(1.5) mm posterior-anterior, and -1.2(2.0) mm inferior-superior. Registration error estimates were approximately 2 mm for both the MI and seed-match methods. The observed standard deviations in the offset values were consistent with propagation of error. Registration methods as applied here using mutual information and seed matching are consistent, except for a small systematic difference in the inferior-superior axis for a minority of cases (approximately 15%). Cases registered with mutual information and with bony anatomy misregistration of greater than approximately 5 mm should be evaluated for rescan or seed-match registration. The improvement in efficiency of use for the MI registration method is substantial, approximately 30 min compared to several hours using seed match registration.